CONSTRUCTION REPORT

Project: River Center Branch Library

Project No.: 11-025

Report No.: 014

Site Visit Date/Time: 06-29-2017

Location: Project Site; site visit and walk


Weather/Temp: Sunny, Party Cloudy, Hot.

Work in Progress/Observations:

- HVAC lines, pile caps are poured on the plaza project, in a few weeks, the Lines can be re-run.
- PSI has been reviewing the welding on the 4th floor, detailing is almost complete on the steel for the 4th floor.
- Roof detailing is in progress.
- 4th floor steel slab prep has continued. The re-steel is now in place.
- The fire stairs still have a few erection dimension issues and these are being resolved and installed now.
- Fire proofing on 2nd currently, will move to 3rd floor structure next.
- All metal structural, exterior studs are now on site and at grade level.
- The site is a mess, muddy, wet, concrete, and fire proofing over-spray. This will all clean up once the pouring and fire proofing is complete.
- The contractor has notified us that the grade level work will be cleaned up to prep for all exterior metal stud work soon.

(see attached photos)

Items/Questions:

Prepared by: WHLC Architecture, LLC.